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Claude Bernard Lady Chronograph

Lady Chronograph
Elegant, beautifully engineered watches and
the perfect functional fashion accessory welcome to the world of Swiss watchmaker
Claude Bernard.
The new Lady Chronograph ushers in an
original line of modern women’s watches,
introducing a fresh young style to the Claude
Bernard collection.
Hand-assembled by a team of expert
watchmakers in the company’s Jura-based
manufacturing facilities, Claude Bernard
timepieces are the contemporary expression
of centuries of finely honed watchmaking skills.

True to the company’s dedication to providing
luxury timepieces at affordable prices, this
35 mm diameter watch is small on the wrist
but big on elegance and functions.
Traditional watchmaking and fashion convene
on this piece featuring a Chronograph
stopwatch function and date window at
the 4 o’clock position. The brilliant ring
of Swarovski crystals surrounding the
chronograph’s hour counter, repeated on
the hour indices, enhance the fresh design
of the sleek pink PVD coated case, while
the white dial accentuated by a bold roman
numeral adds to the pure and clean look. The
pink PVD coated bracelet is an expression of
elegance and design in its own right.

The Lady Chronograph goes beyond fashion;
a Sapphire crystal and stainless steel casing
provide strength and dependability. The
Swiss-made Chronograph movement at
the heart of this watch ensures precision,
reliability and high quality.
Whatever the occasion, formal or sporty, the
Claude Bernard Lady Chronograph is in its
element – further proof that elegance and
ruggedness are not mutually exclusive.
The headquarters in Les Genevez continue
to surprise and innovate with the new
collection; the Claude Bernard legacy of
providing fantastic yet affordable Swissmade timepieces endures.

www.claudebernard.ch
info@claudebernard.ch

Claude Bernard Lady Chronograph
10216 37R APR1

Ø 35 mm

Calibre Claude Bernard 10 I Functions hours, minutes, seconds, date, chronograph functions
Case Stainless steel 316L case with pink PVD coating I Dial white, pink hands with stone decorations
Water resistance 30 meters I Strap stainless steel 316L bracelet with pink PVD coating

